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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Location 2: Warren Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 9 Apr 2015 15:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

The apartment near Warren Street tube. I had the big bedroom which is quite a bit more spacious
than the other one and definitely nicely suited for the occasion.  

The Lady:

Very much as expected from seeing the photos on her webpage. Very pretty, mid 20s, slightly
above average in height, slim, medium-large breasts, fully shaved.  

The Story:

Marianne went straight onto my must see list after reading FR 119602. Normally I take one time
contributors with the proverbial pinch of salt but this one read like a simple heartfelt account from
someone who enjoyed himself rather than an ad. And I can corroborate every word. She's a real
darling with an air of innocence - very sweet in nature and eager to please.

Upon meeting, the first thing she did after the usual pleasantries was to apologise for not being able
to speak English. I asked whether she spoke Spanish and she said she could a bit and could I so
we had a common language to converse on equal terms. And there was a bit of dialogue between
us throughout our time together.

Proceedings started with a kiss but there was something very natural about how she initiated this
which surprised me as I had initially wondered whether a lady as fresh as her would want to kiss
someone whose over 35 years older. More surprisingly, the gentle flickers of her tongue against
mine soon intensified into a far more vigorous dfk action as passions increased which is just the
way I like it.

We hit a slight issue within the first couple of minutes when she went to put a condom on me for
oral. I pointed out that her profile states that she does owo which is what she went on to do without
argument. She went a bit too fast for my liking so after asking her to slow down, we moved to
frottage accompanied by lots of dfk which is something that she convincingly appeared to enjoy
repeatedly initiating dfk after I took a momentary break to catch my breath. She was also convincing
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in her enjoyment of ro but intercourse seemed to really bring out the best in her starting in cowgirl
where she was particularly energetic and moving onto missionary when again she keen with dfk.

I asked to finish in her mouth. She grimaced slightly but gamely made a start with owo. I sensed
that this was not something she enjoyed doing and it's not a service specified on her profile so after
about 10 seconds I asked her to bring matters to a conclusion by hand. This she did very well while
dfk'ing enthusiastically.

After completion, she cleaned me up very thoroughly and caringly with wet wipes while chatting
away in Spanish. When I left, I told her that I really enjoyed our time together to which responded
that she did as well. And she sounded as if she meant it which was a lovely conclusion to a superb
experience.
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